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Abstract

For consecutive model-based control design, approximate ideut!
fication of linear n-rodels should be performed on the basis of a

feedback-relevant criterion, compatible rvith the control design.
For an iI*-norm based control design, a procedure is presented
to estimate a possibly unstable and feedback controlled plant
by using an 11--norm based feedback-relevant identification cri-
terion. It is shown that the forn:ulated identification probleur
can be handled by taking (noisy) closed loop frequency dor:rain
measurements of the plant and fitting a model of a prespecified
lvlcN,Iillan degree, rvhich is pa.rametrized in a stable factorizatior.r,
nsing a certain non-linear constrained nrinirnization. The proce-
dure is illustrated by an exanrple.

1 fntroduction
To tackle the problem of designing au enhanced and robust
control system for- a plant rvith unknorvn dynamics, a simul-
taueous (off-line) optimization of identification and model-
based control design criteria rvould be required, as formu-
Iated in [1]. On the other hand, it has been rvidely moti-
vated to separate the tlvo stages of identification and control
clesign :rnd to use an iterative scheme of identification and
niodel-based control design [19]. In such an iterative scheme,
closed loop experimental conditions are indispensable to ob-
tain data from the (possibly unstable) plant [9, 12, 14].

Compatible criteria in both the identification and control
clesign are a prerequisite in order to ensure performance in-
provement of tire plant to be controlied during the subse-
qr.rent iterations of identification and model-based control
design [1]. For 'classical' (weighted) .I/2-norm based iden-
tification criteria, control performance specifications are im-
plicitly restricted to H2ILQG-type control design criteria,
see e.g. [9j, [14], l2al or l7l for a nice overview. For I/--norm
b;r,sed controi performance specifications this unleashes the
need for an l/---norm based identification procedure. Fur-
thermore, compatible (weighted) .I/--norm based criteria in
both the identification and the control design of an iterative
scheme, opens the possibility to incorporate (performance)
robnstrress considerations [5] to ensure performance improve-
nrent of the plant to be controlled [1].

In this paper a procedure is presented to estimate a lin-
ear multivariable discrete or continuous time model with a
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prespecifled lVlcMillan degree that flts (noisy) frequency re-
sponse data of a (possibly unstable) plant operating under
closed-loop conditions on the basis of an //--criterion. The
.F1--criterion rvill be approximated b1, a pointrvise evaluation
of frequency response data, t,hich is the mail motivaiion in
this paper to consider frequency domzlin data of the plant.
Furthermore, convergence aspects of an iterative scheme of
identification and model-b;rsed control design employing an
.I/--norm control performzr"nce are being discussed. A uni-
fled approach to handle both stable and unstable plants is
obtained by estirnating a model via a stable factorization
similar ;us in [1+] or [20]. Alternative approaches rvith an
ff*-criterion can also be found in the area of identification
in.IL*, see e.g. [8] or [1i]. Irr these approac]res astable trans-
fer function h:r.ving some worst-case optimality properties is

being derived on the b:Lsis of (noisy) frecluency response data.
A drarvback is the iack of ability to prespecify the lvlcllillan
degrce of the rnodel being estirnated, rvhich mzry result in
relatively high order models [6].

As standard curve fit procedures do not guarantee stabil-
ity of the resulting estimate of the factorization, a" canon!
cal pararnetrization given in [18] rvill be used in this paper
to parametrize all stable, minimal and balanced state space
systems rvith distinct I-lankel singular values of a prespecified
It'lcMillan degree. An alternative curve fit procecLrre rvith
conditions on stability of the estimate cau also be found in

[10]. The procedure in [10] is based on a rnaxirnum amplitude
criterion, irhich has a close connection with an F/--criterion
only in the case of fitting a stable scalar transfer function.
Using the parametrizatiorr results of [18], it is shorvn that
the minimization of the feedback-relevant .I1--criterion can
be handled by a non-linear constrained minimization, rvhere

the parameters iie in a convex set.

2 Preliminaries
Let P be used to denote either the plant P, or the model
P, then the feedback configuration of P and a controller
C is denoted with 7(P, C) and deflned as the connection
structure depicted in Figure 7. If P equals P. in Figure 1,

then the signals z and g reflect respectively the inputs and
outputs of the plant P,, rvhere u is an additive noise on
the or.rtput g of the plant. It is presumed that the noise u

is uncorrelated with the external reference signals 11, 12 a.nd

can be modelled by a monic stable and stably invertible noise
filter 11 having a rvhite noise input e [15]. The signals u and



Fig. 1: feedback connection structure T(P,C)

g are being measured and 11, 12 (and consequently 2", y")
are possibly at our disposal.

It is assumed that the feedback connection structure is rvell
posed, that is det[/ + CP) t 0. In tliis way the mapping of

[r, ,r)' to lg u)T is given by the transfer function matrix
7(P, C) r-ith

I P1r(P,c),: I -, I lI +CPl-'lc I ), (i)
LJ -I

and the data coming from the closed loop system T(P",C)
can be described by

t-:]v+P'c)-lu (2)

In case ol an internal/y stzLble closed loop system T(P,C),
all four transfer function matrices in T(P,C) rvil1 be stable
rvlriclr implies lI(P,C) € iR}l- for a real r:rtional P, where
IRll- denotes the set of all rational stable transfer functions.

Using tlie theory of fractional representations, P rvill be
expressed as a ratio of trvo stabie mappings N and D. Follorv-
ing [23], P iras a riglit coprime factorization (../) (N, D) over
IRtl- if there exists X, y, 1/ and D such thzLt P : ND-l
aud XN +YD:1. In addition, a rcJ (N,D) is nonnalized
if it satisfies N*N + D- D :1, w'here * denotes the cornplex
conjugate transpose. Dual definitions apply {or left coprirre
lactorizations (1c/).

3 Motivation for I/--criterion
3.1 Norm-based control design and identification

In the analy'sis of feedback relevant identification, the char-
acterization of a closed loop (nominal) performance criterion
plays a crucial role. If again the symbol P is used to denote
either the actual plant P, or the model P to be estimated,
this criterion can be formalized as follorvs 121]. Let.t denote
a cornplete normed space, lvhere ll . ll" i. the norm clefined
otr lf. Let J(P, C) be a.n1' function rvith an image in zY, then
zr"n objective function can defined bV il/(P, C)llx.

Li this paper the normed space ltl is chosen to be the space
IRll- and consequently the norm function ll-r(P, C)11.,,, is the
//--norm. The control objective function J(P,C) e IRtl-
to be minimized in a norm based control design is taken to
be

ll.i(P, C)ll- :-- llrV2T(P,C)14/1ll- (3)

with tr'y2. il/r € IRll-, s,hich is a. rveighted form of the
closed loop dynamics described by the transfer function ma-
trix 7(P, C) e. 1R'11.* given in (i).

The actual plant P" under consideration is unknorvn and
hence the minimization ol (3) cannot be solved straightfor-
rvardly for P : P,. Instead ol minimizing llJ(P",C)ll* di-

rectly, generally ll/(P,, C)ll- is minimized iteratively [7] us-
ing a sequence of controllers C,, based on observations of the
plant P", tha.t satisfy at least

ll/(P,, q)ll- ( 7; and T I .,-t. (4)

See e.g. [le] for an approach on direct tuning of controllers
Q based on a 2-norm performance specification. If, on the
other hand, a model P; (obtained by identification tech-
niques) is introduced and used to design the controller C; in
the ith step of the iterative scheme, then generally an upper
bound on llJ(P",C)ll* is minimized iteratively. The upper
bound is inspired by the follorving triangular inequality [1g].

llJ (p,, c;)ll* s ll /(4, G) ll - + ll -r(P,, c i) - J (Pi,c,) Il_ (5)

The^right lia.nd side of (5) can be minimized by minimizing
llJ(Pr,C)ll- by a norm based control design,

f,; :: min ll/(fl, C)ll* (6)
L'

rvhile the minimization of the second term can be vierved as
an identification problem 119]

fl :: min llJ(P",Ci) - J(P,C;)ll* U)P

Unfortunately, the controller C; is based on the model 4
vizr (6), rvhile 4 rvili depend on the controller C; via. (7)
and both are unknorvn (yet). Hence, the introdr.rction of
the model fl in the right hand side of (5) does not help in
minimizing the upper bound directly. Usually one tries to
alternate on the minimization of (6) and (7) leading off rvith
some initial controller, hoping that a. sequence of controllers
rvill be obtained that satisfy at least (4).

3.2 Enforcing performance enhancement

In order to have a sequence of controllers C; found by (6)
that satisfy (4), conditions on both the models P; and the
controllers C should be derived. These conditions can be

found by evaluating the triangular inequality on the previous
step i - 1 of the iteration as follorvs.

llJ(fl,, C,-r )ll - S llJ (P,,C-, )ll * +

+llJ(P.,c"-,) - J(P;,c;-)ll* 
(8)

Now the minimization of the second term of the right hand
side of (8), similar as in (7), can indeed be seen ars an iden-
tification problem, since C;*1 from the previous iteration is
;rssumed to be knorvn. The first term on the right hand
side of (8) is norv simpl1. an er.aluation of the control ob-
jective function, r:sing the model being estimated. In this
perspective the follorving iterative scheme of identification
and control can be considered.

Proposition 3,7 Giuen a controller C;-t and a J;-1 suclt.

that llJ(P., C,-r)]l- ( ^i;*r. Consider the Jollouing iteratiue
s chetne.

1. Estirnate a model P, by th, minimization

fl :: m1n llJ(P.,C;*t) - J(P,C,-r)ll- (9)
P

and accept the model P; only if B;/-1;-y, with

tl]:r(P",c)l;;].

a; :: llJ(P;,c-,)ll- +llJ(P",c,-t) - J(Pi,c;-)ll-.\--
(,)

(10)



3. i::i+7, goto 1

Then the sequence of controllers C; satisfy (4).

Proof: The inequality given in (10) is an upper bound
lor llJ(P",C,-,)ll*, whiie (12) is an upper bound for
llJ(P",Ct)ll- llJ(P", C.)ll- ( n and llJ(P",C;t)ll* 1 0;
rvitlr 7; I 0;11';-t. n

Note that proposition 3.1 is a rather general set-up of an
iterative scheme to generate a sequence of controllers that
satisfies (4). In this set-up (10) and (i2) reflect respectively
a modei and a controller ualidation lest in order to enforce
(4) The numerical values of (b) and (c) are simply the
minimizing values of respectively the minimization (9) and
(11), rvhile (a) is just an evaluation of the control objective
firnction. The contribution of (d) can be overestimated by
ilcorporating an estimation of tlie model mismatch betrveen

4 and P,, see also [1]. Moreovel, this model mismatch can
be used in the minimization (11) of step 2 by formulating a
robusl control design problem [5].

For notational convenience the knoun controller C-r
(coming fronr the previous iteration) and implemented on
the actual feedback controlled plant P., rvill be simply de-
noted by C in the sequel of this paper. With tlie choice of
the objeciive function given in (3), the minimizatiou (9) to
estirrrate a moclel P; can nolv.be formulated as P;:: P(0;)
rvith

0; ,: arg min llAT(P., -f (d), C)ll* and" aeo " (13)
LT(P,,, Pt(O),C) :: WzlT(P,,C) - T(Pi(0),C)\W,..

For the minimization of (11) one is referred to standard
I/--control design problems present in the literature 12, t7l.
In the remaining part of this paper, the minimization (13)
rvill be considered. The minimization rvill be based on closed
loop data coming from the plant and employing a stable
factorization of tl-re model to be estimated.

4 Estimation and parametrization of
stable factorizations

4,7 Identification of coprime factors

.\ coprime factorization of a plant P. operating under closed
loop conditions can be accessed by performing a filtering of
the signals present in the closed loop system [22] and defined
by

z :: F[rr -F Cr2j = Flu + Cy). (14)

By considering the map from e in (14) onto col(g,u), asta.-
ble right factorization (P,S;"F-l,Si,,F-') of P, is readily
available from the data of the closed loop controlled plant.
For exact detaiis, one is referred to [22j or [3], but in order
to evaluate the usefulness of the filtering (1a), the following
rcsult can be given.

mini-

(1 1)

2. Design a controller C; on the basis of P, by th"
mization

C; :: min ll/(R, C)ll-.C
and accept the controller only if 1;1 B;, with.

Lemma 4.1 Let the plant Po ond a controller C form an
internally stable Jeedback sgstem fe,,,C) and denote S;,,:
II + CP"]-l . Then the following statements are equiualent.

(i) (P,,,s,,,F-1, s,,F-r) is a rcf .

(1i) there edsts a rcf (N", D,) of an auxiliary model P, with
T(P",C) € IR2l- such that

F : lD. + C1v"l-' (1b)

BothconditionsimplgFlC I ]e mZ-.

Proof: See [22] or [3]

Using the notation

It..r' :: PoS;nF-t, Do.F :: E,r-', (16)

Lemma 4.1 characterizes the freedom in choosing the (non
unique) right coprime lactorization (N.,r, D,.r) of the plant
P, by the choice of any stable right factorization of any aux-
iliary model P" that is internally stabilized by the controller
C. Using the rcf (N".p,D,,.p) of the piant Pn, the error
LT(P,,Pi(O),C) in (13) can be expressed in the follorving
way.

Lemma 4,2 Let P" and C create an internally stable feed-
back system T(P",C) and let (N".r,D.,r) be the rcf of P"
giuen in (16), where F is giuen in (15). Consider any P;(0),
then

(i) for all0 € @ there etists a rcf (.&;(d), D;(0)) of P;(0)
such that Di(0) + C Ni(0): F-r.

(ii) liA"(P,,, P,(0),C)ll* in (t3) equats

where (N;(0), D1(0)) is ony rcl of P,(0) that satisfies (i).

Proof: See [3] o

With the result mentioned in lemma 4.2 it can be seen

tlrat AT(P,, P,(0),C) in (i3) is simply a weighted difference
betrveen the rcf (t\L.r,D".r) and (Ai(0),D,(d)) respectiveiy
of the plant P,, and the nlodel fl(d). Horvever, the rveight-
ing contains the filter F, rvhich depends on the factorization
(Nl?), Dle)) of the model. In [3] an iterative procedure has
been presented to update the filter -F on the basis of the
factorization (A',(d), A;(d)) being estimated, to satisfy (i) in
Lemma 4.2.

Since the rcf (N..p,D.,.p) can be accessed via the map
from r in (14) onto col(u,E), complex (noisy) frequency
domain data can be obtained. The data of the factoriza-
tion (No.5.,D.r) will be denoted bv (//(€i),D((;)), where

{i lor j : 7,2,.. ',1 denotes a (prespecified) frequency grid

€j : ebi for discrete time svstems and (; : ic..r; for continu-
ous time systems. In this rvay the minimization of the I1--
criterion (13) rvill be approximated by performing a point-
rvise evaluation of (17). The actual minimization problem
can now be formalized as follorvs.

ll* ([ x:i)- tfl:[3] l)" r " , r ,n,ll- (17)



rt N(€t) I Irr,(8,€;) l\,x,n,lllL a{w,(€;) (l 
"ii,j )- L o,ir,i,i )) (18)

F(€)[c(€) r)w,(€)]

_splitting up C and E respectively into [d$ e$)r and
lET, EB)', the operation P : ND-t leads to a state space
realization (A,B,C,E) of P given by

A
C

: A-BE;'ep B: BE;' ,o^\: eu-E*E;'eo e: E,EE' \:!)
rvhere a{.} denotes the maximum singular value. To ensure
stability of the estimate (N;(d), Dr(0)), a special parametri-
zation presented in [18] of minimal, stable and balanced state
space representations for the factorization (N;(0), D;(d)) rvill
be used. Combining the requirements for minimality and
stability along wiih a balancing property of the state space
representation, will lead to parameter constraints that can
be dealt rvith relatively easily.

4.2 Parametrization of stable factorizations

The parametrization results on stable, minimal and balanced
state space realization in [18] and further elaborated in [4],
are based on continues time systems having multipl.e common
Hankel singular values. For discrete time systems an indi-
rect state spa.ce parametrization can be based on a" ]v{obius
transforma"tion, since this transformation preserves both sta-
brliiy, minimality and the balanced property of the continues
tine state space realization. Furthermore, in this paper only
tire c;rse of distinct Hankel singular values will be discussed,
rvhich can be considered to be the generic case [4].

Lemma 4.3 Let G(s) be defined by

G(s):: l{!'] I'/ 
L l(r) i

Tlhere (N(s),D(s)) is a rcf. of the p x m rational transt'er

ftmcti.on P(s), then the following statements are equiualent

l. G(s) is a (p -t m) x m stable rational transfer function
ntatrb of l,lcivlillan degree n, with n distinct Hankel sin-
gular ualues.

2. G(s) has a state space representation lA,B.e,El with

o,b,bT - o,cTc,
and a;i for i I j, withoi-oj

oi1.r) oi > 0 forl< j <n-l (21)

E ,: l"ri\ € [t(P+'n)x'n

which is a balanced state space representation hauing dis-

tinct Hankel singular talues oi.

Proof: Direct application oltheorem 2.1 in [18] for a.system
rvith distinct Hankel singular values. tr

It should be noted that (19) and (21) reflect parameter
constraints that can be dealt with relatively easy. In stan-
dard pseudo canonical (overlapping) parametrizations [fS]
more complicated parameter constraints should have been
specified to enforce stability. Unfortunately, (20) reflect a
non-linear equality constraint to parametrize the elements
of a unitary vector.

To circumvent (20), in [4] a parametrization based on
rotating actions has been proposed. This pa.rametrization
parametrizes almost all unitary vectors in R.e*1 for & > 1,

without a non-linear constraint. Since p *m > 1, this can
be applied without objections and it will be shown here that
ail unitary vectors 6 p(r+'')xr can be parametrized-

Lemma 4.4 Let U :: {il 6 p(r+nt)xt | {A : l}, $ ::
lp, " ' pt,+.,-i € [1(2+'r-r)x1 and the set Q :: {d €
R(P+'D-1),1 I p, e (-"12,112) Jor | < i I p * m -
7, 9n1,u-t € (-rr, rlj. Consider the map Jr ' [1(P+''-1)x1 -p(z+",)xr giuen by

2+rr- 1

":"[ x;, uith,,,: [":lf,'];-' ],,.:1 (23)

then

@ f (il €l,l for all d € nt(P+'r-1)xl

(b) the map f : [i(2+'a-1)xr - Ll is surjectiue

(c) the map f : @ -U is biiecriue.

Proof: (a) The fact that f (il €U V/ 6 IR.(r'+'"-t)*l can be
found by induction, see also [4].
(b) Take any z :: lu, ..- ,n*,,"1' €L! and define A to denote
the index of the Tirsl non-zero entry u1 in u. Using the map
(23) for verification, the elements ?i of 6 can be given by

Sc;:r12 for 1( i < k-1,

9i: tan

{or A ( i < p *m - 1 and final1y,pr1,,,-1 : sign(ur1,,,)11 -
sign(zr)]zr/2 * sign(,rr1)sin-1(2r1,,), rvirere sign(.) denotes
the sign function defined by sign(r) :: 1 if u ) 0 and
sign(r) :: -1 if z ( 0. Clearly, 3 p 6 pr+"'-I, rvhich
proves (b).
(c) It can be verified that the elements g; of d; defined above,
restricts / to be an element of @ and therefore uniquely de-
termines@€Q. n

With the result mentioned in lemma 4.4, the parametriza-
tion of the unitary vectors uj € IRI'+"' in (20) can be replaced
by the alternative pa"rametrization in terms of / 6 n-y+''-t.
Putting linear constraints on the elements cp; such that / € @

according to lemma 4.4, rvill yield a unique parametrization.
Horvever, due to the periodicity of the elements rp; of d, the
parametrization rvill be locally identifiable. Therefore, the

'(?ri'*r''))
I a,'l
ttB ,: I , l ruith bl: [b,,] e R'""'
tt
L b,, 

_l

andbl;>0t'0r1<j<n (19)

e : [., ... c,,)with"i :":lb:bT)'/2 6 p(r+'zn)xl,

ui € lRrr'+'/rlxt and ulu;:1 t'or 1 S "t S n (20)
JJJ'

.{ :: fa;rl € IR"*' uith n : -W for i : i
"i;--2otJUtt-Jl



constra.ints on the elements rp; of p can be omitted during
the optimization.

Resuming, the minimiza.tion problem given in (18) can be
formulated as follows. Let G;(0) be defined as

having rn inputs andp*m outputs and parametrized accord-
ing to the results mentioned in iemma 4.3 and lemma 4.4.
Then [.4, 8,0] are given by the parameter

0 : [q ... o- bt ... b. dT .. dTl € o c [llx,(2'7n+P)

rvhere O is determined by the additional constraints given in
(19) and (21). These constraints can be relvritten into

ou- o,,-t ) 0, .. ., oz- o1 ) 0, o1 ) 0 tq^\
611 ) 0, bzr ) 0, "' , 6.1 ) 0 \r='/

to ensure zr. minimal, stable and balanced continuous
tirne state spzrce realization of the stable factorization
(r[(d), D;(0)). In this way the minimization given in (18)
is in fact a non-linear constrained minimization, where the
p:rra.meters lie in a convex set O. This can be solved by stan-
dzr.rd constrained minimization routines, for example avail-
able in the optimization toolbox of the Matlab package [16].

Compared to the curve fit procedure presented in [10],
an alternati"'e parametrization along rvith linear parameter
constraints is presented here, to enforce stability of the mul-
tivariable estimate having multiple outputs. In addition, the
frequency grid is used here to evaluate a maximurn singu-
lar value, instead ol a maximum amplitude criterion over all
possi ble transfer functions.

5 Exarnple

In this section, only the results on the minimization of (i8)
rvill be illirstraied for a fixed filter F and unity weightings
1,fi, and I,72. Using lemma 4.3 a.nd lemma 4.4 to parametrize
the state space realization of (1/(d),D(d)) and the convex
parameter constraints given in (24), (18) will be soived by a
non-linear constrained optimization.

Consider a 5th order SISO discrete time plant f, having a.

DC-gain of 5, zeros located at 0.5210.44i, 0.97t0.06i, poles
located at 0.76 + 0.40i, 0.99 + 0.06i and 0.94. The plant P"
is controlled by a discrete time controller C given by

c(q) : 2.04q3 - 7.66q2 - l.\4q * 1.24

q3-1.68q2*1.039-0.35

As mentioned before, the minimization of (18) will be ilius-
trated and i,lz1 and lV2 are chosen to be identity. Further-
more, the fi1ter F in (15) is taken to be fixed and based on an
ar.rxiliary model P, that equals Po, rvhere the factorizzrtion
(AI,,D,) is taken to be a discrete time normalized right co-
prime factorization. Noisv frequency response measurements
t'ere generated at 100 frequency points distributed between
10-3 and 1Hz and based on time domain observations of z
in (1a) and col(y,u).

The aim is to fit a 3rd order stable factorization on the
frequency response data (N(e-;),D(eb;11 of the 5th order
pl:Lnt P", using the non-linear constrained minimization. In
order to start up the non-linear minimization, an ordinary

least-squa.res equation error fit is applied to have an initial
estimate of the factorization. The initial estimate happens
to be stable and therefore it can be balanced and converted
to the parametrization of lemrna 4.3 and lemma 4.4. After
this, the non-linear constraint optimization is started up.
The final result in transfer function representation is given
by

t 0.0005q3 * 0.1162s2 - 0.116bq + 0.0594'l

I lrfsl I _ | o.ssozq, -2.t267q2 + 1.83e5q- 0.s87r l
Lprrr l-

which is of course stabie. The amplitude Bode plot of the
result is given in Figure 2.

Fig.2: Amplitude Bode plot of data (N(et-;),n1"'-t11
(dotted), factorization (N..p(ei-;1,D,.p(ei-;11 of
th^e plant^ P" (d:rshed) and 3rd order estimate
(N (ei-; 1,D(e''; )) (solid)

To illustrate the character of the rninimization (18), a plot
of the weighted error

(26)
is depicted in Figure 3. Clearly, this plot indicates the objec-
tive to minimize pointwise the maximum value o{ the error
(26) along the a.vailzLble frequency grid.

rveighted error

G;(0),: ifilr] ]

u.i

.{(f fl[:;]l I - [ ;[::;] l) 
o,.',, tcle;',1, )1

(25)

ai lEzl

Fig. 3: Amplitude plot of the weighted error given in (26)

For completeness, a Bode plot of the resulting estimate
P::1yp-t is depicted in Figure 4. Frorn this picture it can

.lnl, llru.."ll, llivlllO- lPl, IlP".rll, llPll,0'-

*t*\



be seen that a. good estimate is obtained around the cross-
over frequency of 0.2H2. Moreover, it can be verified that
the model P is also sta.bilized by the controller given in (25).
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Fig. 4: Bode plot of data P(ebi) (dotted), plant P,(etu;)
(dashed) and 3rd order estima"te P(e'';) (solid)

6 Conclusions

In this paper a procedure is presented to estimate a pos-
sibly unstable and feedback controlled multivariable plant
by using an /1--norm based feedback-relevant identification
criterion. To handle the .I/--norm based criterion, (noisy)
closed loop lrequency domain measurements of the plant are
used to fit a model, parametrized in a stable fa.ctorization
of a prespecified lv{cMillan degree, by a point'rvise evaluation
of the error alori;g a prespecified frequency grid. To ensure
stability of the factorization being estimated, a parametriza-
tion tliat enforces a stable, minirnal and balanced state space
representation is being used. With this parametrization, the
11--norm based identification criterion can be solved by a
non-iinear constrained optimization.
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